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• Conservation

Compost school
in great demand
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus Staff

program completion," said Hallee.
"We talk aboutcompost processing, sighting of compost facilities,
UMaine's Cooperative Exten- different types of equipment availsion Compost School,located at the able for compost, and management
Whittier Animal Science Center,is a ofacompostfacility," he said. Additraining facility that offers programs tionally, the program features preon the management and operation of sentations on troubleshooting,solvcompost facilities, said Neal D. ing problems with composting,
Hallee, waste management special- worker health and safety issues, uses
ist with the University of Maine of compost and marketing.
Cooperative Extension Service.
"Five days are spent discussing
The Compost School was the the topics and two days are spent
brainchild of Maine's Compost visiting active compost facilities in
Team, which is made up of a group the state," Hallee said.
of people representing the Maine
Wilkerson added that the two
Department of Environmental Pro- days spent visiting different comtection, Maine Department of Agri- post facilities are important because
culture, the State Planning Office, they deomstrate the different ways
and the Cooperative Extension Ser- that people arecomposting,the varyvice, said Scott Wilkerson safety ing ranges of expertise people have
and regulatory compliance officer in composting, and how and why
and organics recovery coordinator. they are doing it.
The school was created in re"There are only three other unisponse to the need for people to be versities in the country who offer
trained in the management and op- similar compost schools: The Unieration of compost facilities. "Stu- versity of Louisiana, Cornell Unident's who attend the week-long versity and the University of Marycourse are presented a basic core land," Wilkerson said.
curriculum on the subject of com"Future plans for the compost
post and receive a certificate of school include adding more special-

Parker Dresser runs the Wildcat compost turner through a pile of leaves, wood chips,silae and
manure. The turner rototills and aerates the composting mixture. Dresser is a second year bioresource engineering major. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
ized courses for graduates of the
original course," Wilkerson said.
"What we hope to expand into is
to offer specialty two- or three-day
courses on a particular type ofcomposting," he said.
Hallee said that the compost
school will change as the needs of
the compost industry change, and
that it is the school's intention to
establish it as a part ofthe university
and part of the Whittier Center.
"Feedback has been excellent
See COMPOST on page 5

• Administration

Student interaction part of Anchors' style
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus Staff
When it comes to fans of the
University of Maine, W. Scott Anchors, newly-appointed executive
assistant to President Peter S. Hoff,
is on top ofthe list. Anchors says he
loves the way that the university

works and all that it has to offer.
"One ofthe reasonsI was attracted to this job, despite all the budget
cuts and challenges, is this place is
incredible," he said.
With the new position, Anchors
will be responsible for providing
coordination between the president's office and subordinate offic-

Dr. Scott Anchors accepted the position of Executive Assistant
to President Peter Hoff. Anchors has served as the Director of
Campus Living for 11 years. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

es, acting as the president's principal assistant in working with the
vice presidents' group, representing the president on selected committees, drafting correspondence
and documents, problem solving
and addressing issues brought to
the office by groups inside and outside of the university. Additionally, Anchors will decide appeals regarding students' in- or out-of-state
residency.
Barbara Smith, associate director of campus living said that she
couldn't think of a better person to
fill Anchors' position. She said he is
a wonderful combination of someone who is very student-centered
and has a high level of expertise
coordinating student programs.
"He loves this campus and definitely works to improve it,"she said.
"I envy the president's office."
Anchors said the university was
dynamic and exciting and discussing its vision and goals is on the top
of his list of priorities.
"We're out to be the college of
choice for Maine students," he said.
Anchors has been a staff member at the university for over twenty
years and was the director of Campus Living for eleven years before
receiving the new position a little
See ANCHORS on page 4

• Survey

First year sexual
regrets common
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Most college students have
passed a sex education course before coming to school, but that
doesn't mean they've learned it
all.
"You can't possibly go wrong
with education," Jean Anne Sturrup,an administrative assistant at
Cutler Health Center, said. "I'm
43 and I've still got lots to learn."
Students may be coming to
school with the wrong information about sexually transmitted
diseases, which puts both them
and their partners at risk.
"The biggest message people
need to hear is that everybody is
susceptible (to STDs,)" Sharon
Broom, director of public relations at the American Social
Health Association,said."It's not
a matter of trusting someone, it's
that they might have an STD without knowing it."
There are 24 sexually transmitted diseases, 10 of which are
common. Three STDs, herpes,
HPV and syphilis, are transmitted by skin to skin contact.
More college-age women are
engaging in oral sex than vaginal
sex to avoid STDs and unwanted
pregnancies, according to the results of an ASHA survey.
"Oral sex is just as likely to
result in STDs," Broom said.
One STD myth for women is
that any diseases will be picked
up by a yearly pap smear during
an annual gynecological visit.
"Your annual check-up is not
going to reveal STDs unless you
ask (to be checked for them,)"
Broom said.

Making matters worse, condom use, for "safer sex" and protection against STDs, isn't consistent among the college crowd,
according to a 1993 survey of330
first-year UMaine students led by
Dr.Sandra Caron. During the first
semester, 80 percent of the students who had sex said they used
a condom. But only 20 percent of
students who had sex said they
used a condom every time.
Over 60 percent of the students reported having between one
and four new partners during the
See SEX on page 4
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• Mourning

• Death

Indians unite to mourn Mother Teresa

Former leader Mobutu Sese Seko dies

CALCUTTA, India (AP) — Barefoot paupers, movie stars and government
leaders wept and prayed beside Mother Teresa's body Sunday, paying their respects
to a woman who embraced both the poor and the powerful.
The Nobel laureate and nun lay in state at one of Calcutta's oldest and largest
Catholic churches, in a fashionable neighborhood that contrasted with the slums where she
toiled during life.
"Mother Teresa, we will always love you," read a handwritten poster hanging from the
neck of one grieving child.
Mother Teresa, who died of a heart attack Friday night, lay under a glass case on a
platform draped in the white and blue colors of her Missionaries ofCharity order, her hands
folded across her chest.
Mourners including barefoot paupers, government leaders, a former beauty queen and
an Indian musician,filed quickly through the church,stopping forjust a few moments before
the body.
Mother Teresa's funeral Saturday will be held in the 10,000-seat stadium where Pope
John Paul II addressed the faithful during his 1986 visit to India, a spokesman for Calcutta
Archbishop Henry d'Souza, Father Ambrose, said Sunday.

RABAT,Morocco(AP)— Mobutu Sese Seko,the Zairian leader toppled in May after
nearly 32 years ofautocratic rule that left his country in shambles,died Sunday.He was66.
Mobutu, who for decades was a strong anti-communist ally of the United States in
Africa, died of prostate cancer at the Mohamed V military hospital in Rabat, said two
hospital workers who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The Maghreb Arab Press agency said only that Mobutu had died at 9:30 p.m.local time "after
a long illness."
He had been living in exile in Morocco since May,following his ouster by the rebel forces of
Laurent Kabila, who restored the country's old name of Congo.
Zaire was in ruins when Mobutu was deposed, and while his fortune was estimated in the
billions, he died with neither a title nor a country.
A family member in Kinshasa, capital of Congo, said Mobutu had informed his family he
wanted to be cremated and have his ashes scattered over his old country.
In Congo, there was no immediate mention of Mobutu's death on either radio or TV.
Mobutu arrived in Morocco on May 23,after searching for a country that would take him.
King Hassan II agreed to host him for a "few days," but the deposed leader ended up staying
over three months.
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• Anniversary

Moscow completes
three-day celebration
MOSCOW (AP)— With fireworks, prayer and
Luciano Pavarotti, Moscow concluded three days of
festivities Sunday commemorating its 850th anniversary.
As on the previous two days, millions of people glutted
the capital's streets for the oversized birthday bash,bringing
the city to a gleeful standstill.
Months of frantic preparation paid off, and most of the
weekend's events went off without a hitch. But Mayor Yuri
Luzhkov's efforts to extend his influence to the skies
ultimately failed: Rain began falling shortly after the start of
closing ceremonies at the newly refurbished Luzhniki Stadium.
Luzhkov, who presided over a remarkable transformation of the city in preparation for the anniversary, had sent
cloud-seeding planes outside Moscow in an effort to stop
any rain from spoiling his party.
Rain aside, the weekend's events — pageants and
concerts in Red Square, a laser light show in the Lenin
Hills, a parade down Tverskaya Street — all presented an
image of a city that desperately wanted to shed the gray
image ofSoviet times and be seen as a modern,progressive
world capital.

3

• Religion

Rising anger concerning
Taliban's brand ofIslam
KABUL, Afghanistan(AP)— In a drumbeat of
denunciations, Afghanistan's Taliban rulers are being derided as extremist and dangerous, as backward, as distorters of their faith.
Such attacks have been made before by critics in the
secular, individualistic West.
But this torrent of protests is coming from activists
elsewhere in the Muslim world,from those whose vision of
Islam contrasts sharply with the Taliban's dour program
that bans most women from working, bars girls from
schools,forces men to grow beards and outlaws everything
from cassette tapes to paper bags.
"They're giving an extremely bad example of what
Islam is supposed to be when it governs life," Azzam
Tamimi, an Islamic writer, said in a telephone interview
from Amman,Jordan.
"We are all concerned that when Muslims and nonMuslimslook at the Taliban movement,they will be shocked,
they will be horrified.They will ask,'Is this Islam?" he said.
Leaders of the Taliban religious army, which has won
control of much of Afghanistan, including Kabul, the capital, seem surprised by the attacks. They say the criticism
must be the result of a lack of information about their
movement or perhaps a lack of proper understanding of
Islamic law.

4

Weather
Local
The

Today's Weather
Mostly cloudy with scatteredshowers. Highsaround
70 with light wind.

Tuesday's Outlook
Chance ofshowers early, then becoming partly sunny. Highs around 70.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...Fair, highs
65 to 75. Thursday...Fair
north, increasing clouds in
the south. Friday...Chance
ofshowers.

Forecast
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• Pets

Reptiles, fish and birds specialty at new pet shop in Old Town
Creepy Crawleys Pet Shop,which is run by "The kids are taken around the store and are
Nevilles and Mike Brasslett,opened on May 10 shown the different types of fish, birds and
and isin full swing with an expandedshowroom reptiles.
"The last group ofkids we had, we sat them
Upon first walking into Creepy Crawleys and more merchandise for its customers.
"We bought the pet store that used to be in at the pond and brought out some snakes for
Pet Shop,one can hear the fish tanks bubbling
and the birds chirping. Rows of glass tanks the Old Town McCrory's from its owners in them to touch," said Nevilles."They loved it."
Nevilles said there are many people in the
containing various species of snakes greet the Augusta," said Nevilles. "Our new store is
visitor. Even without seeing the fish pond in much bigger,so we can offer more supplies and area who enjoy the reptiles, and some are even
avid collectors.
the middle of the store, one can see this is not a greater variety of animals."
The shop also offers educational tours for
"I have always been into reptiles,ever since
a typical pet store.
"We specialize in selling snakes, iguanas, local schools in orderto teach children aboutthe the sixth grade," said Nevilles,"But right now
I only own 10 reptiles and some fish."
and otherreptiles,as wellasfish and birds,"says different species of animals in the store.
"Kids are great for the tours because they
Since many of the animals are not indigeJason Nevilles,one ofthe ownersofthe new pet
store in Old Town. "We also sell supplies and ask a lot of questions and they are usually not nous to Maine, they are acquired through a
scared of any of the animals," said Nevilles, variety ofsources. The fish are ordered from a
food for all types of animals."
company in Massachusetts, and the birds are
obtained from local breeders.
"With the reptiles,we travel to variousstates
and attend shows," Nevilles said. "We are
going to a snake show in Maryland shortly to
By Krista Marrs
Maine Campus staff

possibly get some more to sell in the store."
UMaine student Jen Theriault, who works
in the pet store, feels the new store is working
out well.
"The store allows us so much more space.
The walk-in traffic was much greater in the
previous location,"said Theriault,"but here we
have more serious buyers, notjust people who
are browsing around."
Both Nevilles and Theriault are optimistic
about the future of the business.
"We arc possibly thinking about adding a
gazebo to the pond in the store," said Theriault.
"Ofcourse we are always interested in getting
more animals to sell."
"Right now,"said Nevilles,"we are getting
into more advertising and getting our name
out."
Creepy Crawleys is located on Main Street
in Old Town.

Welcome to Campus!
Cutler Health Center
will be closed for services on Thursday
mornings between the hours of 8-10 a.m.
These hours will be used for the purpose of staff
development and in-service training. Please note
that this does not effect the regular Thursday
morning Athletic Clinic.
Mike Brasslett(left)and Jason Nevells,co-owners of Creepy Crawleys Pet Shop
in Old Town, hold a pair of red tail boas. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

Have a healthy semester!

Student Government Elections for
the General Student Senate
Will be held on Thursday
September 25, 1997
Any Activity Fee paying Undergraduate interested in
running for a seat in the GSS can pick up nomination
papers starting today, in the Student Government Office.
(3rd floor, Memorial Union)
The Nomination papers are due on Wednesday, September
17th at 3:00 pm in the Student Government Office.
For more information, call the Student Government Office
at 581-1775.
Paid for by the Fair Election Practices Commission

The Maine Campus, Monday, September 8, 1997
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Anchors

from page 1

over a week ago.
Since he started working last Tuesday,
Anchors said that he wassurprised at how busy
the president's office was.
"I'm amazed at the volume ofinformation
that comes into the president's office," he said.
Anchors said that he has much respect for
the president and that he is very happy to be
working with him.
"[The president] is an incredible person.
He has integrity,clarity, vision,and high energy," he said. "He's a stimulating intellectual
and fun to work with."
While Anchors enjoys his new job,he said
that he will really miss the large amount of
interaction with students he enjoyed as direc-

Now

tor of campus living.
progress though higher education.
"What I miss in my new position is that I
"Scott's scholarly credentials,administrawould see students. I miss that," he said. "If tive experience and understanding of student
you see me roaming aimlessly around campus
that's why."
Anchors said he can be found in the gym,
at a Maine Bound activity,or at a good movie first semester.
"When it comes to sex it feels like,
on campus and that it is his personal style to be
active on campus as a part of many activities 'Wow, all this opportunity," Caron said.
She's heard many first-year students talk
and organizations.
He received his undergraduate degree in about the regrets of their first semester,one
the social sciences from the University of night stands they wish they could take
Southern Florida and his graduate and doctor- back.
"We're not just talking about the possial degrees in higher education from Iowa State
University. His academic focus was on under- bility ofa treatable STD or unwanted pregstanding how college students develop as they nancy, but death," Sturrup said. "I know

life make him especially well qualified for this
job," said Hoffin a news press release."I look
forward to working with him."

Sex

HIRING

from page 1
people are sick of(hearing the warnings,)
but it's not going to go away. We've learned
that from history."
Information on campus about STDs are
available at Cutler, the Women's Health
Center and during special awareness weeks.
Rape Awareness Week will be held at the
end of September.
"We'll give you everything you need to
stay safe and happy," Sturrup said.

.
S

Photographers
needed at
The Maine Campus

na UCT I ON
ASS .1 STANT
Qualified applicants will have experience with
Macintosh environment and some knowledg
of page layout. Experience with PageMaker,
Photoshopilustrator etc. is desirable. Must
able to work Sunday,Tuesday and Thursda
nigf,_)ts 5p.m. on. Apply with us soon at:

The Maine Campus is now hiring staff
photgraphers.
Requirements: Must have dark room
experience and your own equipment.
Contact: Dave Gagne at 581-3059 or stop
by the Maine Campus in Cahadbourne
Hall, 4th floor.

The Maine Campus
4th floor Chadbourne Hall at front desk.
•

Writing for
•The

e Cam

Monday
March 17, 1997

111111111111111111111111111.111==t1

Copy Editors: Must have knowledge of the AP style of writing.
Preferably have taken the Copy Writing course. Contact Paul
Livingstone at 1-1271.
Advertising Sales: Here is your chance to set your own
schedule, work on commission, and talk to local businesses
about advertising. If interested, call Erin Smith at 1-1273.
Local News: Anyone interested in writing for the local news
section, contact Kathryn Ritchie at 1-1270 or attend the writers'
meeting every Monday at 5 p.m., 4th floor Chadbourne Hall.
Style and Sports: We're also looking for style and sports writers.
For style contact Derek Rice at 1-3061. For sports contact Bill
Stewart at 1-1268.
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•Technology

Computer improvements to benefit students
By Michael Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
There have been many improvements made
over the summer to significantly improve computer technology on campus. These improvements include new software in the Union and
Library computer clusters, as well as a new
version of the FirstClass bulletin board system
which allows people to create their own web
pages more easily than ever before.
With the popularity of the World Wide

Web, as well as the increased use of the
FirstClass system on campus,it is apparent that
the Internet has become a critical part ofcollege
life.
The University ofMaine has been a pioneer
when itcomestoInternetconnectivity in Maine.
"In 1983 we became linked up to Bitnet,"
said Michael Murphy, a Computer Operator
with CAPS.
Murphy,who has been working with CAPS
since 1981, added that "When you have been
watching since 1981, it's a gradual change."

Back to work

Many classes have also added discussion & Teaching, a program run by the Japanese
groups on the First Class Bulletin Board and Government.Thelist also providesinformation
several classes will include Web sites which on adapting to the Japanese culture.
"The program is meant to help in the intermay offer more information on class topics.
Students have benefited from enhanced in- nationalization of education, as well as the
teaching of conversational English in Japan,"
ternet access in other ways.
stated MacDonald, who plans to relocate to
sees
student
Chris Jones, an undergraduate
Japan after graduation.
benefits in the First Class BBS.
Matt Page,a senior Psychology major who
talk
"It allows people who may be tooshy to
has used the Internet for five years, feels his
a different way to interact."
memories have little to do with such
favorite
Matthew MacDonald,aseniorEnglish major
technology.
edge
from Rockland,credits use ofthe Internet with cutting
ago I used to go downstairs and
years
"Five
helping him find job opportunities in Japan.
in my dorm and spend hours
terminal
a
on
"Trying to do research like this would be log in
and sending e-mail," said
news
next to impossible through conventional mail," reading usenet
is
Page."The Internet easier to use now,it looks
he said.
MacDonald is subscribed to the JET Alum- great too,butI'm skeptical as to whether there's
ni mailing list, which standsforJapan Exchange more useful information."

Compost

from page 1

from attendees ofthe course and those attending from large corporations are sending more
people back," Hallee said.
There have been 30 participants in the past

two sessions, Hallee said, and 20 participants
are anticipated for the next session,to be held
in October.Based on demand,there have been
five sessions scheduled for 1998.

Do you have a Speech, Language, or Hearing problem?
There are Speech. Language and Hearing services available for UM students
and their families, here on campus at:

The Conley Speech and Hearing Center
North Stevens Hall
Diagnostic and therapy services are provided at no cost to students.
If you want more information contact us at:
581-2006
Eric Johnson gets a head start on a forensics term paper at Fog ler Library,
Sunday. Johnson is a junior Anthropology major. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

WE WANT TO HELP!

A011 MD AAA AZ OM HBO XSI A011 MD

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.
300
cash back*

$200

Power Macintosh'6500/225
32/2G8/12XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/12
Zip Drive/Ethernet/Kbd
Now $2,228 (or $42/1nonth)'• BEFORE REBATE

Come see why the Seven
Sororities are the largest
women's organization at
EU Maine.

cash back*
PowerBook'2400cs/117
32/750MB/11.3" 55.11.4 display
Now $4595 (or $3ofinonth)** BEFORE REBATE

Aush itegistration Continues:

100
cash back*
Power Macintosh'4400/200
Save another

16/2G13/8XCD/Multiple Scan t5AV/L2
Ethernet/Kbd
Now $IAM (or $35/month)°• BEFORE REBATE

-1tegistration tables at all Dining
Commons 9/8/97 4:30 pm- 6:30 pm.

$50
cash back*
Color StyleWriter 2500
Now $239**

BEFORE REBATE

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple
campus reseller today for complete details.

-I:tegistration tables in lobbies of
eszindroscoggirt,13alentine„flart,
Oxford, and Yorkilalls 9/10/97
3:00pm - 5:00pm.

-Aegistration tables at all Dining
Commons 9/11/97 4:30 pm - 6:30pm.

Visit the Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall • Orono, ME o4469
Hours: Mon. loam-4:3opm & Tues.-Fri. 8:3oam-4:3opm

Phone: 581-2580 • Fax: 581-2503 • URL: httplicaveb.umeciLmaine.edui
PowerBook toms above has an optional ttXCD ROM available for $im!
••Offer expires October to, 1997. No payment of interest will be required for 90 days. Interest accruing during the 90-day period will be added to the
principal and will bear interest, which will be included in the repayment schedule. For example, the month of May 5, 1997, had an interest rate of
12.40% with an Annual Percentage Rate (APR) 01 ,3.82%. A monthly payment of So.46 for the Power Macintosh 65oohas system is an estimate based
on a total loan amount of S2,393.62, which includes a sample purchase price of 52,328 and a 6% loan origination fee. Interest is variable based on
the Prime Rate as reported on the 5th business day of the month in The Wall Street journal plus a spread of 3.9%. The Apple Computer Loan has an
8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty and is subject to credit approval. Monthly payments may vary depending on actual computer system
prices, total loan amounts. state and local sales taxes and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. 0.1997 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights resenced.
Apple, the Apple logo. Mac, Macintosh. PowerBook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc OneScanner
and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple mail-in rebate offer valid from lobi 12. 1997 through October to, 1997, while supplies last
and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed
to be accessible to individuals with disability To learn more (U.S. only). call 800.boo-7808 or TTY Bon-755-o6ot.
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Keep students together
When the University of Maine
hockey season opens next month
students will once again play second fiddle to the economic priorities of big-time college athletics.
Last year, the student sections at
Alfond Arena were spread out. They
often didn't fulfill the true spirit of
the definitive student section.
UMaine officials are proposing that same arrangement this
year despite the success of a limited effort last year to group students together.
The lack of a designated area
for all students has not only affected turnout, which has
dropped dramatically in recent
years, but has dampened student
enthusiasm as well.
Students are allocated 1,500
tickets per hockey game, which
translates to 29 percent of the
seating at Alfond. Seating at Alfond is based on preferential cri-

teria in accordance to season ticket holders and the hockey program's financial contributors.
In agreeing to spread out the
student body at games, the university is opting to put more importance on the endowment of
money than the students who are
enrolled here.
The power of the student sections can have a lasting effect on
a game as well. This can be seen
at other schools around the league
where students are strategically
placed behind the opposing
team's goal, which is like adding
a sixth skater to the ice.
Of the 5,200 fans who attend
each home game, most enter the
building with aspirations of a
UMaine victory. The students
can not only generate more
school spirit but help create an
atmosphere players could use as
an advantage.

Mother Teresa lives on
The world lost a living legend with
the recent passing of Mother Teresa, a
missionary for, in her own words, the
"unwanted, unloved and uncared-for."
Her popularity and legacy are sure to
grow in the coming years.
In the days when people and businesses make charitable contributions
for tax write-offs, Mother Teresa will
be remembered for helping people who
didn't have personal agendas.The love
she received from the destitute and
stricken was payment enough for her
work.
The name"Mother Teresa" has long
been a catch-phrase for do-gooders, regardless of whether a person was familiar with her quests. Some of us were
more familiar with her hunched-over
figure,draped in a nun's habit,than with
her work in third-world countries.

With one less pure humanitarian on
earth, the challenge of helping others
and getting nothing in return falls on
the rest of us. With Thanksgiving and
Christmas soon upon us, it's time to
step up our efforts. On campus, that
could mean participating in a blood
drive,donating time to the Manna soup
kitchen or to the Hope House in Bangor, or volunteering in any number of
activities on campus.
And once the holiday cheer has gone
and the charitable feelings have faded as
the bills pile up,it's important to leiItember that more work is left to be done.
We can all honor Mother Teresa by
continuing her work,in our own small
way,in our own back yards. Her charity work should not go with her to the
grave,but instead inspire communities
to do the same.
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• Column

GSS's vicious cycle
By Kristen Dobler
With the new semester at hand and
the first General Student Senate meeting
of the semester just 10 minutes away, I
drove to the union with hopes (actually
prayers) that the issues being dealt with
would actually be new. Last semester, I
was able to attend and cover almost every meeting of the GSS,and after awhile
it seemed that the same issues dominated meetings over and over again. It
wasn't that the repetitiveness drove me
crazy but that it just seemed there was a
much easier way of dealing with most
things. Unfortunately, my prayers went
unanswered, and once again I was subject to the repeating issues of the GSS.
Most of the night's meeting was filled
with a discussion about which style of
voting would be best suitable: presidential and vice presidential candidates running independently or as a ticket. Many
senators had crucial points of view, stood
their ground well and were able to resolve the issue.
Sounds like they're representing the student body well? Of course, but there's just
one consideration: The same issue has been
brought up two times in the last year and a
half and the vote has always been to keep
the candidates voted for independently.
Why does an issue that has been voted on twice before, with the same results
each time, need to be brought up again?
It seems that if students had been so
concerned about making voting easier
they would have brought up the issue to
their selnator a long time ago. How many
peoplo/ have actually consulted their senator about this issue so that it had to be

brought up and voted on three times?
From the vote's outcome, most of the
senators and I doubt there have been
that many.
What really bothered me was that the
senate voted on a new issue that, in my
opinion, was crucial and that no one even
debated. The senate passed a resolution
to dissolve the Student Entertainment and
Activities board and to split the SEA's
$20,000 budget between Residents On
Campus and the Off Campus Board. This
was decided because SEA was without
any type of board or executive committee and because ROC and OCB were
more suitable to use the funds.
I agreed with the vote's outcome, but it
bothered me that a $20,000 budget brought
about no questioning and that, after the
vote, a senator spoke with me and wanted
to make sure I knew the amount of the
budget and how important it actually was.
If senators is worried about a reporter not
realizing how important something is, they
should worry about whether they realized
what they voted on.
It's not that I think the senate isn't
trying; it gets a lot done every year and
this campus wouldn't have a lot of the
things it does have if it weren't for it.
It's just that I'm worried that the GSS is
going to get caught up in the same vicious cycle as last year. If the GSS does
manage to break out of the self-defeating loop it constantly gets trapped in,
imagine what it could do for UMaine.
Kristen Dobler is sophomore English
major and is the assistant city editorfor
The Maine Campus.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas among members of the
university community. Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns should
be approximately 600 words. Submissions should be
typed, double-spaced and must include full name,
address and phone number. Anonymous letters will
not be published without a compelling reason.
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State House
citizens
The referendum has long been
a source of grass-roots power for
the average Joe, but! wonder if the
most recent wave of referendums
is actually saving Maine voters time
and legislative costs. More pertinently,I doubt referendums are giving Mainers the laws they really
want.
Following last years $6.1 million clearcutting battle, bottom-up
politics is looking to be, in an unlikely twist, the expensive way to
legislate. For a state who's population is looking for a government
that can cut costs in every way possible,the referendum may soon suffer an extended hibernation period.
Since 1911,there have 30 referendum question to vote in Maine.
Fifteen have

Save passenger rail service
By Ryan Robbins
There is nothing like traveling
by train. Through neighborhoods
good and bad,rich and poor,towns
large and small, the train can take
you there and give you a glimpse
of America that no plane, bus or
even car can provide. Fortunately
for me, I had an opportunity in
May to take a train from Raleigh,
N.C., to Boston. It was an experience I won't soon forget, and one
that, sadly, a lot of people won't
share.
On the first leg of my trip, from
Raleigh to Washington, D.C., the
train made its way quietly through
the cotton and tobacco fields of
North Carolina and over muddy
brooks and bays of Virginia near
Chesapeake Bay. And although I
went through derelict sections of
towns, with large abandoned factories and warehouses whose windows were either boarded or missing, I saw something I would not
normally have seen on foot or from
a car. The abandoned buildings
represented beauty, if only in a
strange way. It was, after all,
America,and quite often an America we don't see.
But the United States' love affair with passenger rail service has
waned, with a strong possibility
that the National Rail Passenger
Corp., which operates Amtrak, will
go bankrupt within the next year.

Congress created the corporation in 1971 to keep passenger rail
service alive in the United States,
with hopes that the corporation
would one day become self-sufficient. It has been more than 25
years since then, and Amtrak is
still running in the red.
It's not surprising, if you think
about it. After all, ever since air
travel became affordable Americans have embraced commercial
jet travel because it's much faster.
A flight from Raleigh to Boston
takes about two hours while a train
takes about 15 hours.
It's too bad Americans don't
realize what they're missing.
There's nothing exciting about flying 33,000 feet above the ground,
with nothing but clouds and distant earth to look at. The train,
however, allows you to relax and
take in the sights. True, you can
do that on a bus. But there's something different about taking the
train: the lonely wail of the whistle as the locomotive approaches a
crossing, the comforting patter of
steel wheels over track.
Americans probably won't consider passenger rail service until
Amtrak provides high-speed service. The average speed of an
Amtrak locomotive — 79 mph —
pales in comparison to the much
faster locomotives in Japan and
Europe. Hopefully, plans to have
150-mph locomotives running be-

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

tween New York and Boston in
1999 haven't come too late.
In Maine,a citizens group calling itself Train Riders Northeast
has lobbied for the return of passenger rail service to Maine for
the last eight years. I have to admit, when I first heard the idea I
thought it was ill-conceived. Why
would anyone want to travel between Boston and Portland by train
when they could drive?
The idea of re-establishing passenger rail service had more to do
with giving tourists another way
to reach the Pine Tree State than
with providing another avenue for
commuters. And as I rode the train
from Washington to Boston, I realized how valuable the train can
be to commuters. Businessmen
and businesswomen got on and
off along the way from Connecticut to Boston.
The delay in returning passenger rail service to Maine depends
largely on whether differences can
be resolved between Amtrak and
Guilford Transportation Industries, which owns most of the track
Amtrak would use. Although
Amtrak can use any tracks it needs
under federal law, it must compensate track owners. Guilford has
rejected Amtrak's standard offer
to assume 80 percent liability, insisting that Amtrak assume 100
percent. The federal Surface
Transportation Board is expected
to rule on the matter next month.
I hope that Amtrak succeeds in
getting use of the track. Returning
passenger rail service to Portland
would attract more tourists during
all seasons. America's rich railroad
tradition is too colorful to let die.
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjournalisni and psychology major
and the opinion editor for The
Maine Campus.

tive conservation.
In essence, the clear-cut referendum was an exercise in hype. It
was as if people wanted a piece of
the national government's campaign savvy;they wanted to use all
the latest media and advertising
tools to push their point of view
and see how far it would take them.
Toward this end,certain issues,
particularly socially related ones,
have been resurrected again and
again. The "Yes on #1" folks got
awfully nasty on the gay rights issue last time around and the term
limits madness has gotten to the
point that soon legislators will be.
forced to walk around with badges

By Paul
Livingstone
passed, 15 have not. There have
been only six until 1971,after which
there has been one approximately
every other year until the late '80's.
Theft have been eight so far in the
1990's. Is the referendum permanently altering Maine's legislative
process?Can Maine citizens handle
running theirown state government?
There are things grass-root
movement can do, and things it
can't. While a majority vote will
pass a referendum, it can't set it in
stone. At the next opportunity, if
even one person has the determination, a opposition resolution can
be thrust forth, forcing a new vote
that could overturn a law whose
policies haven't yet been completely set in place.
A strong argument for retaining
the current referendum structure is
the lobbying structure of the State
House. While it is true that lobbying-legislator interaction leads to a
various insidious forms of corruption, it is more efficient and more
insulated than the advertising freefor-all that is a referendum. For example, those supporting the clearcutting ban last year were outspent
14 to 1 in the forestry referendum.
And there is no law against a private citizen swinging the vote with
a couple well-placed millions.
Moreover, the Legislature,
helped again by the ever active
lobbyist network, can scuttle the
strategy of citizen organizers by
adding median alternatives to the
yes or no question. One could argue either way that Gov. King's
2B forestry alternative allowed
progress in the tree harvesting industry to be made that would otherwise never have been made, or
he killed what would have been a
revolutionary step towards effec-

that say"Yes I Support Term Limits, hut! Don't Have to Like It."
The referendum is a powerful
tool,and there is a certain beauty to
the ability of citizens to gather and
circumvent the often frustrating
sequence ofevents at the state Legislature. But lest we forget,the senators and representatives are there
for a reason; we voted for them,
we pay for them to be there, and
they have to listen to us.If we can't
make that system work, why are
we adhering to it?
Maine could benefit from a little more trust in these people. I'm
not talking passive trust, here; the
irresponsibility ofneglecting to vote
and vociferously complaining the
moment policy doesn't work for
you. An abandonment ofthe referendum procedure is only possible
if citizens actively pursue these issues with their representatives in
state government. A coalition of
citizens can more effectively canvas politicians in the environment
where laws are made than in the
world where little but money gets
things done.
Term limits, gay rights, forest
practices: all important issues,
granted.But the state needs a break.
Perhaps the state needs more than
51,000signatures to determine that
voting population of Maine should
cast a referendum ballot. More likely, a contribution cap to referendums should be enforced.
In the hest case, a five-year hold
on referendums would be a pleasant
change of pace. Such a ban would
give those who wish to single-handedly forte the state to conform to
their own extremist agendas to seek
outlets in other areas. Then I would
no longer feel obligated to buy any
more bumper stickers.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton

By Israel Skelton
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Dear Beeber,
I am doing fine on my
vacation. I've been thinking that if
you'll fix me up with your friend
Lynn, when I get home I'll give you
$10.
The picture on the cover of
this postcard is actually a photo of
a guy who tried to rob me in San
Francisco. We became friends.
I showed him your photo.
He wants to meet you. Remember
he's a thief.
There's something inside of
me and it's making my skin crawl.
Maybe I have parasites.
Be home soon,
Leold oxoxox
1-1.1
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For Monday, September 8
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:There
is no right way or wrong way to live your life
— only the way that suits you best. If you feel
the need to do something different over the
next year, something you know not everyone
will approve of, be true to your instincts.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): There are a
number of surprises in store for you this week.
Whether you class them as good or bad depends upon how well you've prepared yourself. If you're ready for the big time, this could
be your chance.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Don't conform to a certain way of thinking simply because you feel it's expected of you. No one has
the right to tell you what to believe. Changes in
direction are good for you now. If nothing else
they will confuse those who hope to maintain
some kind of influence over you.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Your life is
part of the cosmic process. Keep this in mind
today when unexpected events make you change
your plans against your will. Are you really
being forced in a direction you don't want to
go? Or is it what you've secretly wanted all
along?
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You're
urged to take center stage, even though by
nature you would be happier with a behindthe-scenes role. But you can't wait in the wings
all your life — some day you will have to be a
star. That day is approaching faster than you
think.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): Are things really
as bad as you think they are? The difficulties
you face are of a minor nature. By next weekend you'll look back and laugh at your current
anxieties. In the meantime, strive to be happy.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Seize the
moment. With so much positive planetary activity in one of the most dynamic areas of your
chart you can, if you wish, turn almost any
situation to your advantage. And what you can't
turn to your advantage, you can safely ignore.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What you're
expected to do may not be what you want to
do, but do it anyway and the results may surprise you. Even if they don't, it won't take
much effort to get on top of the situation. Start
your chores in the morning and the afternoon
will be your own, while the evening could be
something special.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): You aren't
the kind to hide from unpleasant facts, nor
should you allow others to do so. Something
needs to be said, something you know will
cause offense. Say it anyway and let others
choose how they are going to react. You must
be honest today.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 - Dec. 21): Life
is full of surprises for those who retain their
capacity to be surprised. You'll certainly be
amazed at how much more clearer you see
things than individuals who think along traditional lines today. The most important thing of
all however, is that few of them seem to learn
from their mistakes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): There
are no shortcuts to success, today or any day.
You must work hard for everything you gain.
You may not see results until the end of the
week, but you've never been the kind to expect
everything to come right at once.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Things
that made no sense at all only a few days ago
will begin to make sense today. And you may
wonder why you've never worked it out before. Whatever the reasons, you have access to
privileged information. Use it.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): You should
know by now that it's a mistake to protect
those you love from the consequences of their
actions. Help them by all means if they get into
trouble today but don't cover up for them. It
won't do them any good, and you could find
yourself in trouble too.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
For Tuesday, September 9
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
were born to succeed. Why then do you find it so
hard to get enthusiastic about your ambitions?
Maybe you are aiming for the wrong things. Do
what you want do this year, not what others expect
you to do. Then you will be happy.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Planetary activity promises that you can transform your life,
but it won't be until early next week that you will
learn how and where this transformation is to
come about. Be patient — good things come to
those who wait.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You may be
desperate to escape a restrictive situation but don't
be in too much of a hurry to change things. Once
you've made your move there will be no going
back. You may know what you're getting out of,
but do you know what you are getting into? Check
now before it's too late.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): It may be
annoying to have to spell everything out in words
of three syllables or less, but that is what you must
do today if you don't want to be misunderstood.
Not everyone thinks as fast as you do. What looks
so simple to you may seem hugely complicated to
him/her.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Planetary activity is giving you a false sense of urgency. You
feel that if you don't make a move now you could
miss out entirely. Common sense should tell you
this isn't true. On the contrary, if you rush things
you will almost certainly make an unnecessary
mistake.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): An ordinary situation is about to reveal itself as an extraordinary
situation in disguise. Don't waste time kicking
yourself that you didn't notice what it was before.
Take advantage of it while you can see it for what
it is. Tomorrow it may look ordinary again.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): No matter how
confident you feel remember there is always someone bigger, tougher and more confident than you.
Before you throw down a challenge today take a
hard look at the person you're dealing with. Act
only if you are confident that you have the most
facts at your disposal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct.22): It may feel as if
you're losing authority in certain areas, but it may
not be such a bad thing. You have so much on your
plate at the moment that you can't possibly make
sensible decisions on everything. You must let
others help you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Everything
you need to make your life happy and fulfilling
already exists — you don't need to invent a thing.
What you do need, however, is to stop thinking
that happiness and fulfillment exist in their own
right. They are simply the end results of a useful
and meaningful existence.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): You may
be eager to push ahead with some kind of plan,but if
you move too quickly your resources could run dry.
No doubt it's immensely frustrating to have to wait,
but there's a time and place for everything. The
place is correct, but the time isn't quite right.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): The longer you spend worrying about a problem, the more
of a problem it's likely to become. It doesn't matter what you do today as long as you do something.
The harder you work the clearer your thoughts; the
clearer your thoughts, the quicker the solution will
come to you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): It may be
while before your confidence makes a full recovery, but already you should be looking forward to
better days. The Sun in your birth sign from the
20th is one of several influences about to give your
affairs a major boost. Save your energy — you are
going to need it.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): There must be
reason why you're being forced to move in a
certain direction, because nothing in life happens
purely by chance. Once you stop struggling you
will see what that reason might be. Once you see
why certain things are happening, they will no
longer seem such a threat.

Doonesbury
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New York Times Daily Crossword N..
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ACROSS
You'd better
believe it!
I TV's Hawkeye
9 Bossy
12'Dies
"
iaBloornsbury
group writer
is Showed up
16 Religious leader
born in
Wadowice,
Poland
15 Stone with color
flashes
is Roadhouse
20 Formerly
21 Don sackcloth
23 Method
24 Nota
25 Sundae toppers
26 "Annie'
showstopper
32 Controversial
orchard spray

33'King David*
star, 1985
34 1922 Vincent
Lopez hit
as Actress Singer
3$ Silo contents
37 Footnote abbr.
311 Fencer's
weapon
39 Radiation units
40 Inlet
41 Minutemen's
foe
43 Justice who
replaced
Brennan
45 Arm part
46 Bamboozles
47 Warehoused
50 Playwright
Bogosian
51 Kind of
chamber
54 New Zealander

$5 Pianist born in
Kunlovka,
Poland
sot popped into
Descartes's
head
59 Pool owner's
headache
60 Novelist Paton
et Cartridge
holder
112 Young 'un
33 Motown's
Marvin
DOWN

NMI
IMMO MEIN
NOME MIMI WM
MINIMMOMMO MOM
".
"Mdardill
dOMMINNIM
AMMON
WM MOM WM
AIM MUM WM
diii WHIMM WINIM
MIMMOMM WIMMOM
alum MUM
MIMI dill OMB
MOM diMMINUMMIO
MINN MOM MEM
MOM WM
MEM

I Big coconut
exporter
2The King's
middle name
3"Call Me
Irresponsible"
lyricist
4 Large shoe size
s Plaques, maybe
6 No-goodnik
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 7 Nincompoop
S Foreman's
BOMO 00000 0M00 superior
0000 MOMOO =MO •Supergarb
00B0 0001210 05300 tO Arab League
member
000000000001300
03000 11 Whipping
0011 MOO
MOOM 000 memento
00000
00110000 0000 14 Relief pitchers,
solo speak
0000000000000
IS Astronomer
0000 0000000
born in Torun,
OUB 0000 00000 Poland
OM MU 17 Working stiff
MOM
030000000000M0 23 Rosy Music
IMMO U0000 MOOD co-founder
MOO 00000 00001 23 Chemist born in
0000 MUM 0000 Warsaw, Poland

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

Puri* by John D Whey
24 Pushkin hero
25 Not so ruddy
26 Run to Reno/
27 Gave a fig
as The yoke's on
them
29 Kind of bomb
30 Ocher-green
31 Heron or egret
33 She wanted to
be alone
26White bearded
geezer,
stereotypically
43 Grand - Opry
43 Formal bash

44 Exceptional
occasion
44 Haunted house
noise
47Passover
411 Beach sweeper
es Novelist aster
50 On pins and
needles

51 Any of the
Galapagos
52'Why not?"
53 Common
opening time
16 Supermodel
Carol
57 Jokester

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-728-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3038.
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Style and the Arts
• Coffee House series

Well-travelled Sampou to make stop at UMaine
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Les Sampou kicks off the 1997-98
Coffee House Series, sponsored by The
Union Board and the Center for Students
and Community Life.
Sampou has been described as an eclectic performer, but the common theme
in her music is her storytelling ability. She has an ear for detail and
captures, in her lyrics, the way
people really talk.
She began playing in honkytonk bars in New England, the
kinds of places that ensure that
you have anotherjob: They don't
pay well for the amount of energy
you put into the music. These are the
places where the "true" music-lovers
play. They play for the love of their
craft rather than for the money.
Four years ago, Sampou released
her debut CD,"Sweet Perfume. The disc
was well-received, but not well enough to
land Sampou on the Billboard album chart.

What's
Happenin'?
Who: Boston guitarist-singer Les Sampou
What: First in 1997-98 Coffee
House Series.
When: Tuesday, Sept. 9,8 p.m.
Where: Peabody Lounge, third
floor Memorial Union (across the
hall from the Coffee Shop)
Cost: Free to all

Performing Songwriter, the magazine
for connoisseurs of New American Folk,
said of the disc, "Superb...when Sampou
gets the blues, you feel the heat." More
mainstream
publications,
such

a s
the
Worcester
Telegram,
called Sampou "a stellar writer and singer
of blues-leaning folk." Her lyrics have
been compared to Cowboy Junkies and
the Indigo Girls, while her style has been
likened to Bonnie Raitt.
"Poetry and stories are the heart of my
life," she said."When I was about four or
five, my parents didn't have a television."
To fill that void, Sampou said, the
family played the old record player. At
night, the music of Joan Baez,Peter, Paul
and Mary, and Pete Seeger would drift
upstairs into Les's room.
After "Sweet Perfume," Sampou was

named a finalist in Boston's Acoustic Underground competition. In 1994, she was
named "New Folk Artist of the Year" by
listen- ers of Boston's pacesetting
WUMB radio station. Later that
year, she was named "New
Folk" award winner at
the Kerrville Folk Festival.
Now she has released her first album
for Flying FishRounder, "Fall From
Grace." The new
songs have a blues
affinity, according to
Sampou,
but is eclectic, showing roots in
country,
blues, folk
and rock.
The Boston
Phoenix said of her
latest effort, "[It] highlights her sexy, muscular vocals and confident blues picking on a
dozen carefully drawn originals."
The Boston Globe called "Fall From
Grace" a "heartfelt blend of acoustic
blues and folk music and a highly literate lyricism."
Sampou will play at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
the Peabody Lounge. Seating is a premium in the lounge, so stop by early and
snag one ofthe couches. Bring your homework if you want. The Coffee House
Series promotes a friendly, informal
chance for anyone who wants to stop by
and enjoy some music. The best part is
that it's free.

The eclectic LesSampou opensthis year's
Coffee House series.(Courtesy Photo.)

• At Spotlight

'Wedding' a refreshing change from typical summer-film
By Hunter Tzovarras
Special to theCampus
At the start of the summer, many Hollywood studios looked upon the impending
movie season with some trepidation. There

were too many big-budget(10 of the summer's 35 release had a production cost of
$100 million or more), highly marketed
films. Many believed with the myriad of
movies set to be released few would be able
to pull in big profits in this cluttered market.

But as it turned out, Hollywood not only
had a financially successful summer, it had
had a record-breaking summer. Thanks in
part to some suprise hits like "My Best
Friend's Wedding."
"My Best Friend's Wedding," directed
by P.J. Hogan,and now playing at Spotlight
Cinemas, opens up with a dinner scene in
New York between Julianne Potter (Julia
Roberts) and George Downes, Julianne's

gay friend. We learn that Julianne and her
best friend, Michael, who now lives in Chicago, had once made a pact that if neither
was married by the age of 28 they'd marry
each other. And coincidentally,Julianne has
just received an "urgent" message from
Michael, who like Julianne is only a few
weeks from turning 28.
See WEDDING on page 11

• Scam

'Man' posing as actor
drags fan into 'abyss'
Julianne (Julia Roberts) introduces her "fiance" George (Rupert Everett) to
Michael (Dermot Mulroney), the man she hopes to marry.(Courtesy Photo.)

CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — She was a
beautiful,twice-divorced mother oftwo with
a generous heart, willing to do anything to
help her man.
He was actor Michael Biehn, who had
major roles in movies,including "The Terminator" and "The Abyss."
Or so she thought.
In August 1994, she sent Biehn a fan

letter, enclosing lingerie to make sure it
would get his personal attention. It did, and
he and some friends called her from a party.
Over the next 2 1/2 years, she sent him
boudoir photos and home-baked cookies.
She also sent $68,250, cashing out her retirement fund and persuading her mother to
See SCAM on page 12
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• Column

Brown Hornet showcases Den's shortcomings
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Last Thursday night, Brown Hornet
brought its upbeat funk and interesting samples to the Bear's Den, as part of the Den's
Thursday night series.
The local sextet drew a large audience,
as should have been anticipated, as the band
has quite a local following. Couple that with
the fact that the first week of classes was
winding down,and no one should have been
surprised by the large turnout.
As a result, seating was scarce for the
show. A majority of those in attendance
were forced to stand. Those who insisted on
remaining seated in front of the band were
told to "Stand up and get these tables out of
here." Naturally,this caused more people to
have nowhere to sit.
For some, it was an open invitation to
dance, which the band's music makes people want to do. But there are those who
won't dance: Not in the Bear's Den, not in
the Damn Yankee, nowhere. Sadly, most of
the people like this were displaced when the
tables were moved,so they,too stood around
with nothing to do.
Here's a note to those who plan on attending the shows on future Thursday nights:

Don't sit in a booth. While it may seem like
a prime seat, by the time the music is ten
minutes old, you won't be able to see a thing.
Now a note to those who were forced to
stand: Think about who's behind you. Move
around, mingle, do whatever. Just don't
park yourselfin front ofsomeone whochooses to sit. That person can't see. It's common
courtesy. You must know what that is. Am
1 making sense here?
What I'm getting at is that the Bear's
Den, while a convenient place to listen to
music,get a drink or whatever,is not a great
place to watch a popular, motion-inspiring
band play.
The kind of band the Den is most suited
for is the kind of band the Coffee House
Series features: Solo performers who entertain with their guitars and their stories.
The problems with electric-based bands
in the Den run beyond spatial constraints.
The acoustics leave something to be desired. When amps are cranking at full blast,
lyrics aren't entirely intelligible and the
music is more fuzzy than it's supposed to be.
The ventilation in the Den is mostly nonexistent, so when a lot of people, some of
whom are flailing about incessantly, are
packed in like they were Thursday, sweat
flows freely and makes the experience that

much more unpleasant.
These limitations are not the fault of the
Bear's Den,as it is only trying to provide a
place for local and student bands to play. It
is also not the bands' fault that the Den is a
bad place for some types of music.Theyjust
want a place to play to a live audience.
What the campus needs is a place

more conducive to loud live music and
the dancing that comes as part of the
package. A larger, better ventilated place
with better acoustics would provide students with an opportunity to see more of
these bands. Until then, the Den will
suffice. Just be aware of the locale's
limitations before going.

Wedding

from page 10

As it turns out, Michael, played by Dermot Julianne her maid-of-honor.
Over the next !bur days, Julianne makes
Mulroney,has not called to perpose,but to invite
Juliannctohiswedding.Julianne,whoisshocked every attempt to sabotage the imminent wedby the news, goes to Chicago with hopes of ding. Most ofthe films comedy comes from the
breaking offthe wedding,for she wants to be the ensuing scenes. Much of comedy is situational
one to marry Michael. "I can't lose him,"she and does not seem pushed or contrived. The
earnestly tells George before flying to Chicago. humoris mainly in the dialogue and the awkward
Julianne arrives in Chicago four days situations the characters get themselves in.
A majority of the film's laughs come in
before the wedding, and is immediatly introduced to Michael's ebullient and win- the second act,especially when Georgecomes
some fiance Kimmy Wallace (Cameron to Chicago to help Julianne out and quickly
Diaz). Kimmy takes an instant liking to gets pulled into one of her ruses,in which she
Julianne, who she has heard so much about pretends to be engaged to him in hope of
through Michael. Kimmy even makes making Michael jealous.
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Coffee House
Your Chance to Catch the Best Folk and Acoustic
Entertainment on the UMO Campus!!!

Les Sampou
for campus entertainment
movies! bands! comedians! novelties!
Wednesday, September 10th
6:30pm,Totman Lounge
(main floor, Memorial Union)
FREE PIZZA!
The Union Board: rivacsias
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life

Tuesday the 9th
in the Peabody Lounge
(that's across from the
Coffee Shop)
Starts at 8pm...
...and Free to everyone!
I said FREE!!!!!

The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment * 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
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• People

Gallagher sounds off again; Simon naturally funny
NEW YORK(AP) — Success hasn't
softened the opinions of Noel Gallagher,
the irascible lead guitarist of Oasis.
The British group's latest album,"Be
Here Now," made its debut at No. 2 in
the United States last week and is setting

records for sales in their homeland.
But don't expect to see the group playing at rock festivals any time soon.
"We don't like playing traveling circus-type things like Lollapalooza because
you always get (expletives) like Court-

Scam

from page 10

take out loans, believing she was helping
Biehn through a divorce and that he planned
to marry her.
But Biehn didn't receive the gifts and
knew nothing of the relationship, authorities said.
In April, a private investigator hired by
the Sacramento, Calif., woman told her that
Biehn's first call to her had been his last.
From then on, she had been corresponding
with Michael Myette, a 31-year-old con
artist with a criminal record who had lived
with Biehn's manager and handled the actor's fan mail, according to investigators.

"It was the equivalent of telling her
that her fiance had died unexpectedly,"
said Charlotte Blasier, the private detective who unraveled the scheme. "Telling
her that your money and your mother's
money is never going to be paid back ...
that was so devastating."
Myette, who had moved back to his
mother's hometown of Nashua, was arrested Aug. 7, charged with mail fraud
and assuming a false identity to commit
mail fraud. If convicted, he faces up to 10
years in prison and $500,000 in fines. He
is free on $50,000 bail.

ney Love on the bill," he said in the Sept.
12 edition of Entertainment Weekly.
And his opinion of other female rock
stars isn't much better. Alanis Morissette: "She needs a good kicking. I find
her annoying, the same as that Bjork and
Sinead O'Connor."
PHOENIX (AP) — Playwright Neil
Simon never had to work at being funny.
"My friends said I had a natural sense
of humor— if an oblique sense of humor,"
he said. "I just think in funny terms."
Simon, in town for the pre-Broadway
production of his play "Proposals,"
spoke Thursday to high school theater
arts students.
Simon, whose plays include "The Odd
Couple," spoke softly and seemed relaxed with the young audience as he reflected on his career. At age 19, he and
his brother started writing for radio and
stand-up comics.
"I learned from the best school in the
TIAA-CREF.
Proven
Solutions

Morningstar ratings for the

To Last

CREF Global Equities Account, CREF Equity Index Account,
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and CREF Growth Account'

We take a lot of pride in gaining

.00
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high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we

dy's rating for TIAA'•

get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF,ensuring the financial futures of the education and
'
sfaction Survey"

rhe 1995 DALS"

world. I had Broadway," he said.
He'd duck in aboutfourtimes a week tocatch
a play — "it only cost about 80 cents then."
And no, he doesn't get writer's block.
"It's a misnomer. It sounds like you
sit there and can't think of one thing.
What I consider writer's block is when
you think ofsomething and it's garbage."
ANTIOCH,Tenn.(AP)— Action star
Steven Seagal is thinking about trading in
his guns and knives for a banjo and fiddle.
He co-wrote several songs on the
soundtrack of his new film, "Fire Down
Below," and invited several country stars
to join him for Thursday's premiere.
In the movie,Seagal busts some heads as
federal
marshal fighting the dumping of
a
hazardous wastes in Appalachia. Country
singer Mark Collie has a part as a villain.
Billy Ray Cyrus, Aaron Tippin, Crystal Gayle, Kim Carnes and actress Ashley Judd also attended the premiere.
BOSTON (AP)— Singer Bruce Cockburn urged students at the music college he
attended to take on social or environmental
issues while pursuing artistic endeavors.
"We don't all have to focus on the
same things," Cockburn told students at
convocation ceremonies at the Berklee
College of Music Friday.
"There are plenty of issues to go
around. Land mines, the quality of life of
inner-city folks, loss of the ozone layer,
the treatment of migrant workers, the
depletion of the Earth's resources,social
atrocities...it's an endless list."
The 52-year-old Canadian musician
attended Berklee from 1963 to 1965. He
made his recording debut in 1970 and has
released 23 albums, including three platinum records.
Hislatestrelease is"The Charity ofNight."
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• Field Hockey

Lady Bears outduel Red Raiders
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
For almost a game-and-a half, Maine's
offense was frozen, netting only one goal
despite fielding some of the top offensive
talent in America East.
However,with just over 10 minutes to go
in the first half of Saturday's home contest,
the Black Bears began to thaw out, as they
went on to upend Colgate 3-1.
Heidi Spurling led the day's scoring with
a goal and an assist, with Becky Blue and
Dedra DeLilli each notching goals as well
for Maine (1-1). Lauren Picone had 0-2
Colgate's only score on the day.
"It started out slow, and then we got
yelled at and picked it up," Spurling explained. "We have to work on being more
consistent and coming out strong."
Head coach Terry Kix said that she
thought the team came out sluggish due to
the marathon game against Providence, but
they began to come around later on.
"We weren't quite ourselves," Kix said.
"As the game progressed, we improved and
started to execute much better.
"The last 20 minutes of the game, we
tried to put a lot of subs in, because we have
another contest(Sunday afternoon), and are
still trying to get some rest coming off of a
long game against Providence."
While the offense is still developing, the
team's defense was again up to the task.

Colgate managed just seven shots and six
corners on Black Bear goalkeeper Cindy
Botett, who registered six saves on the day.
By comparison, Maine had 20 shots on
Hillary Meyer(17 saves) and 21 corners.
The game began with Colgate attacking
in Maine's zone, but with no good looks
from the Red Raiders' offense. Finally,
Colgate broke through. With just over 26
minutes left to play, Karly Henney sent in a
looping shot over Botett's head, which was
batted in by Picone in the front ofthe net for
the first score of the day.
From there,it was a game ofchances and
fakes as both teams sent balls across the
goal, but with no one on the other end to
connect.
Maine eventually got on the board with
just over 10 minutes left in the first. DeLilli
sent a pass in front to Spurling that got
blocked,but Becky Blue knocked it home to
tic the game.
Maine then went ahead on an unassisted
Maine orwar. Bet y B uejumpsoverColgateg
goal by Spurling at 8:02,started by a Debbie
a loose ball in the first half of Saturday's action.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
Akerley/Heather Watson drive deep in Colstarted doing that and the speed of the ball ward, and I think they arc just starting to
gate territory.
The second half began with Maine re- was much faster," Kix said. "We started click," Spurling said. "It's just a matter of
turning to its offensive dominance with a executing our passes, and got real aggres- coming together and playing together. We
had some injuries, so it can be tough to gel
barrage of corner shots. The Black Bears sive offensively."
with that."
for
Spurling didn't want to make excuses
would pick up the last goal of the afternoon
The field hockey team will return to
imoff a corner as Karen Hebert set it up for being tired, but attributed the offensive
this weekend when they travel to
action
provements to position changes.
DeLilli's first goal on the season.
High School for a match
Elizabeth
"Coach made some changes in position- Cape
"I think we were really emphasizing a
University.
Yale
faster passing game,quicker release,and we ing, and moved Noriko (Kariya) up to for- with

• Men's Soccer

Rhode Island ties Maine in overtime thriller

death period, senior Forward Brian Tucker other than Indiana," added Bradley.
Rhode Island Goalkeeper Anthony Latrontook a pass from teammate Steve Demora
and blasted a close range shot past Maine ica stifled the Bears,and the Ram defense was
quick to react on a Maine scoring opportunity.
Goalkeeper Nathan Benoit.
After making four saves on the afterRhode Island head coach Ed Bradley
said that the Rams' plan going into overtime noon, and coming up big when his team
was to get the ball to their talented forwards needed him, Latronica drew the praise of
as soon as possible and let them do the rest. Atherley following the game.
"That's why he's been on the US National
"Wejust said any time we can getthe ball
to Troy (Robinson), any time we can get a team, he literally stopped Andy Gustaferro
killer pass, let's take advantage of it," re- twice, he was out at the top of his box and he
marked Bradley."Assoon as he had the shot was the difference in the game,"said Atherley.
Heading intoovertimecoach Atherley knew
I knew it was going in because Tucker didn't
that his team was tired but told them to continue
get many shots."
Maine was considered the underdog head- to play within themselves and play smart.
"We wanted to be very safe and simple
ing into the game, but Bradley was not surprised by the caliber of the Black Bears, who and we didn't want to give anything away,"
gave his team everything they could handle. explained Atherley.
"Ifthere was any doubt,wejust wanted to be
"This was a typical Maine-Rhode Island
conservative and be very,very safe,"he said.
real
we're
if
care
don't
I
Bradley.
said
game,"
Maine's Captain Ricky Brown works around a URI defender.(Dave Gagne Photo.
Freshman Forward Aaron Benjamin was
ranked, they're ranked,or we're not ranked.
"Maine's not going to play many teams disappointed by his teams' missed opportuBy Jim Davis
generally the tide shifts as time moves on.
We just wanted to make sure that we were much better than us and we're not going to nities this week ,but said that they will be
Maine Campus staff
really going to be smart in the second half play many teams that much better than Maine ready for their next opponent.
The University of Maine men's soccer and we didn't want to give anything away,"
team opened up its home schedule with an he said.
Atherley credited the proper adjustments
emotional 1-0 loss in overtime to national
that Rhode Island made to help carry the
power Rhode Island.
For ninety minutes the Black Bears uti- play in the second half.
"That speaks for their experience," said
lized an aggressive defense and an attacking
The Womens X-C team won every
"They kind of figured things out
Atherley.
to
the
attempt
an
dictate
in
style of offense
meet from 1980-87. They won 7
state
a little bit and they settled down and started
pace of the game.
during that span and
championships
state
Black Bear head coach Scott Atherley knocking the ball around a little bit better."
with the
championship
1988
the
shared
Despite the grueling,physical match for the
said he was pleased with his team's play in
Southern
Maine.
of
University
the first half but wasn't concerned with the duration ofthe game,the Rams wasted no time
team's lack ofball control in the second half. scoring the game winning goal in overtime.
Just one minute into the first sudden"The way the nature of the game goes,

FROM THE DEN
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• Football

Fein, Bears roll past Rams in opener
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
The UMaine football team received four
all-purpose touchdowns from quarterback
Mickey Fein en route to a come from behind 30-14 victory over the University of
Rhode Island in their season opener.
After falling behind 14-10 at the half,
the Bears opened the flood gates with 21
second half points to send the Rams packing for the second year in a row.
Maine opened up the scoring for the game
and their season when Fein ran for his first of
two touchdowns to put the Black Bears up 70. After an Aaron Zych 39 yard field goal,
Rhode Island got on the scoreboard when
Pete Kuc ran for a 67 yard touchdown.
In the second quarter the Rams provided the only scoring when running back
James Jenkins found the end zone from

two yards out. Despite jumping out to a
10-0 lead in the first quarter, the Bears
found themselves on the short end of a
14-10 half time score.
Heading into the contest Maine was
faced with several questions that could
only be answered on a Saturday afternoon.
Headlining the list of the unknowns was the
Bears'running game and offensive line. Despite
losing two premier tailbacks from last years
backfield,Mainelooked totailbackTreyJohnson
whom rushed for 86 yards on the afternoon.
The Black Bearscombined for 144 rushing
yards compared to Rhode Island's 150. There
is no secret that the strength to the offense rests
in the passing game,and Fein picked up right
where he elft off last season by throwing for
197 yards including two touchdowns.
In the second halfMaine's defense shutdown
the Rams,and it was only a matter oftime before
the Black Bear offense would reclaim the lead.

After Fein rushed for his second touchdown of the game in the third quarter, he
looked to find the end zone via the air.
In the fourth quarter Fein began to put
the finishing touches on a Bear victory when
he connected on a 14 yard pass to pre-season
second team all conference wide receiver
Rameek Wright.
Wright finished the day with five receptions for 48 yards.
With the game slipping out of the
reach of Rhode Island's grasp, Fein
capped off the scoring with a 28 yard
touchdown pass to captain John Tennett.
With the win, Maine starts off the
season with an unblemished 1-0 record.
That is the second time in the last four
years the Bears have opened the season
with a win.
Maine returns to action this weekend with
their home opener against UMass-Amherst.

UMaine football captain John Tennett.
(File Photo.)

• Summer Games

Olympics set for return to Athens
LAUSANNE,Switzerland(AP)— Ath- Greek supporters broke into loud cheers and
ens was awarded the 2004 Summer Olym- waved the white and blue national flag.
pics today, bringing the games back to their
They chanted "Gianna! Gianna!" in recbirthplace after an absence of more than a ognition of Gianna Angelopoulos-Daskalacentury.
ki, the charismatic bid chief credited with
The vote by the International Olympic running an outstanding campaign.
Committee made up for a snub to Athens,
In Athens,more than 5,000Greeks danced
which held the first modern Olympics in and wept for joy at a spontaneous party
1896 but lost out to Atlanta for the 1996 outside the stately Zappio, the neo-classical
Centennial Games.
building that served as the first modern OlymAthens beat out ancient rival Rome,con- pic village in 1896. Young people linked
sidered the slight favorite,and Buenos Aires, arms in traditional Greek dances as music
Argentina; Cape Town, South Africa; and blared from store fronts and homes in the
Stockholm, Sweden.
Plaka neighborhood under the Acropolis.
Athens won in a fourth-round runoff
"They owe it to us because of 1996," said
against Rome in a secret ballot by 107 mem- Yolanda Lalabake,celebrating in central Athens.
bers. With a majority of 54 required for
In runner-up Rome, a collective sigh of
victory, Athens prevailed 66-41.
disappointment and some tears followed the
Buenos Aires went out first in the ballot- announcement on a giant screen TV in Piazza
ing,followed by Stockholm and Cape Town. Navona.
After International Olympic Committee
The crowd, estimated by police at 5,000,
president Juan Antonio Samaranch opened a began todisperse immediatelyaftertheannouncesealed envelope and read out the name of ment. Several large Italian and Rome city flags
Athens to a worldwide television audience, were immediately lowered and furled up.

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT
Courses at U. Maine start soon!

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(800)2-REVIEW

And in Stockholm, about 20,000 people
in the city's Olympic stadium stared in disbelief, then began hurriedly leaving after hearing that Athens had won.
By choosing Athens,the IOC returned to
its traditional roots in Europe while declining
to take the games for the first time to Africa
or South America.
Even personal appeals to the voters in
Lausanne from South African President Nelson Mandela and Argentine President Carlos
Menem failed to win over the IOC.
Athens officials used their final presentation to distance themselves from their failed
bid for the 1996 games. The Greeks then
virtually demanded the games by right after
staging the first modern Olympics.
"This is a new bid for a new city, a better
candidacy," Angelopoulos-Daskalaki said
in the final presentation to the IOC. "We
learned that what is at stake in this election is
not what an Olympics can do to a city but
what a city can to do bring honor and glory to
the games."

Addressing the bid's weaknesses,she said
the city was making big strides in fighting air
pollution and traffic congestion. She said a
new subway under construction would reduce the number ofcars by 250,000a day and
help improve air quality by 35 percent.
Angelopoulos-Daskalaki said Athens
wotild provide an efficient transport system.
In a swipe at the traffic chaos in Atlanta,she
said, "Our drivers speak foreign languages
and they know the city."
"Greece is a safe country, with one ofthe
lowest crime rates in Europe," she added,in
an apparent reference to two recent small
firebombs attacks in Stockholm linked to
opponents of the bid.
Athens(1896),Rome(1960)and Stockholm (1912) have all staged the games
before. And there clearly was strong sentiment for taking the games back to Europe in 2004 after 10 years and four Olympics away from the continent.
See ATHENS on page 16

Wait a Week!!
Why Spend More On 97' Retail Bike Leftovers?
Wait a Week And Get What You Really Want From
The Bike Experts at Acadia Bike, Bar Harbor ME.
*Select from a Huge Inventory of Over 300
Previously Rented Bikes.
*Let Us Custom Fit a Bike To Your Needs.
*We Have Every Size Available (from Kid's,
Women to Giant's).
*Only 3 Months of Use, and All Bikes
Include Manufacturer's Warranty.
*Get The Most Bike For Your $$'s!!
*Awesome Prices!!
See Ya On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 16th & 17th at
the Memorial Union. Acadia Bike & Canoe: 288-9605.
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• Column

Red Sox Nation beats on
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
When you take one cup of history,
one cup of baseball, and mix it up together with a pinch of records, and a
dash of memories, the immortal soup
can be created.
The greatest thing about this soup
however, is not its taste,(although New
Yorkers have found it to be quite exhilarating indeed), but the way it is cooked.
Timing is everything and once the
ingredients have been blended together
in its timeless mixer, all that is left to do
is let it simmer on the stove of tradition
and culture for 79 years before your 1918
soup can be served.
79 years. That is enough time for a
soup to go sour and get that rusted drought
type taste to it, but we can still hope that
maybe like a fine wine,it will taste better
with age.
So for the Fenway faithful all that is
left to do for another year is to thank the
baseball Gods that the city of Chicago
won't be holding any fall classic parades
for their Cubs come October so we still
have company in the cellar of World
Series droughts.
Although the Red Sox have found
both mundane and extremely colorful
ways to lose games this season, there
were still some bright spots on the team
this year.
Well, bright spot anyway.
For the first time in recent years we're
not talking about the pride of Seton Hall,
and former Cape Cod Baseball leaguer,
Mo Vaughn, but Mr. Yellow Jacket himself, Nomar Garciaparra.
Although the actual award ceremony
for the American League Rookie of the
Year honors this season will just be a
formality for the young shortstop, it will
give the guy whom Mo calls, "spiderman"some hardware for the mantle piece.
Other than watching Reggie Jefferson
scramble for some at bats so he can figure
in somewhere for the batting title, Garciaparra has saved Red Sox television
ratings throughout New England.
With good reason too. He has emerged
as one of the best shortstops in the game.
Sure Seattle's Alex Rodriguez can play,
and there is always some strong lobbying
for New York's Derek Jeter, but there is
something different about Nomar.
Maybe it's the way he makes all

ground balls hit his way routine, or maybe it is his cannon of an arm. Maybe it is
his power or speed, or his knack for
contact at the plate. Maybe it is the fact
his numbers for a lead off hitter are just
that impressive.
However, unless Nomar can play Superman in the bullpen as well, he might
as well come up with a good hobby for
October since playing Major League
Baseball will not be an option.
As the Red Sox look to close out the
year in the most painless way possible
we can all look forward to the Dan Duquette season which will run all winter.
Who will be protected from the expansion draft? How many more comments about how he didn't know Wil
Cordero had an abuse problem when they
both were in Montreal will we have to
listen too?
It's anyone's guess what players he'll
bring to Boston this off season as well.
Surely it will be interesting, and who can
argue with that? Especially with a man who
has a history of bringing in players whose
best years in their careers dated back to the
Reagan and Bush administrations.

IrA

Maine's Noriko Kariya battles a Colgate defender during Saturday's home
opener.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
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MY ARMY MtSCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPMIL LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships
pay off twice, with money
toward your education
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Army hospital. Hundreds
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Europe has the largest bloc of votes with
44,followed by the Americas with 21. Africa 20, Asia 17 and Oceania 5.
Each of the five cities had 55 minutes to
espouseitscause with speeches,chartsand videos.
After Mandela spoke at the Cape Town
presentation, IOC members asked the bid
delegation questions about South's Africa's
security and crime — two key issues seen as
hurting the candidacy.
Mario Pescante, president of Italy's
Olympic committee, had said he believed
10 percent ofIOC members were undecided
and would be swayed by the presentations.
"One, two or three votes will make the
difference," he said.
Stockholm, the first city to make a presentation, chose the occasion to announce
that Swedish police had arrested a 26-yearold man in connection with two recent bomb
attacks against the bid.
Stockholm bid chief Olof Stenhammar,
in making the city's crucial presentation
before the vote, told the IOC members that
Sweden "will never bow before the threats,
small as they are."
Stockholm Mayor Mats Hulth, in ajibe at
the Athens and Rome bids, pushed one of his
city's main strengths, saying "traffic flows
easily and air pollution simply doesn't exist."
The Rome presentation was kicked off
by Luciano Pavarotti, whose entry was preceded by a video featuring a rendition ofhim
singing, "Volare."

• Column

A dream come true for Rose
By Darren Pare
Maine Campus staff
A dream came true in Cincinnati last
Monday.This was a dream that belonged to
a son of one of the greatest players to ever
step on a baseball diamond. A dream that
took many years to realize, often with the
prospect of it ever coming true looking very
bleak. A dream that took years ofdetermination and heart to see through. A dream that
had to survive years of hearing drunken fans
comment about his father's gambling.
All this is what made seeing 27-year-old
Pete Rose Jr. walk on to Cinergy Field for
the first time and take his position at third
base all the more special.
When Rose Jr.stepped to the plate for the
first time the fans saw the back of his shirt,
the familiar looking ROSE 14 his dad used
to sport. He held in his hands one ofhis dad's
black bats and even borrowed his father's
patented crouch for the first pitch he faced.
Papa Pete was beaming with pride in the
stands.
Up until that day,doubts swirled around
whether Rose would get the call up from the
AA Chattanooga Lookouts. Reds General
Manager Jim Bowden had said a few days
earlier that Rose would not be called up
because the club wanted to take a look at

third baseman Aaron Boone. Bowden reasoned that it would not make fiscal sense to
spend $30,000 on travel and salary it would
take to have Rose sit on the bench.
However, something made Bowden
change his mind and Rose was called up.
Once news spread around Cincinnati that
Rose would make his debut on Monday the
attendance at Cinergy Field nearly doubled
from 16,000 to 31,920 fans. So much for
Bowden's fiscal concerns.
Rose deserved a chance with the Reds
this year. He had a batting average of.302 in
AA.He also hit for power with 25 home runs
and 98 runs batted in. The Cincinnati fans
also deserved to see Rose play. They had
seen some awful baseball all year long and
deserved the treat of watching a son of one
of their all-time favorites see his dream
become a reality.
This day gave Cincinnati fans a chance
to relive the glorious past and forget the
horrendous present. They were allowed to
think back to the Big Red Machine of the
mid- 70's when the likes of Pete Rose, Ken
Griffey,Tony Perez, Hal McRae,and Pedro
Borbon roamed the field and their children
enjoyed the clubhouse.
Now all of these children have grown
and followed their dads path to the big
leagues. Ken Griffey Jr. is busy clouting

help
wanted
BARTENDING PROGRAM,
Casco Bay Bartending - 50%
student discount, classes start
soon! Call toll free for info.
1-800-467-2028
Apartment in DTAV: a
single and a double room.
I am looking for roommates
for the fall semester or the
year who may or may not
need a little job and who
are pretty much over the
partying stage.
I like
watching sports, especially
the UMaine women's basketball games, movies,
etc.!!! I can tell you one
thing: it is a lot better
than living in the dorms.
For more information call:
Bill Picard at 1-7170 as
soon as possible!
Tutor and/or assistants for BUA
330, BUA 249, and SED 401. For
more information, call: Bill Picard
at 1-7170 and leave a message as
soon as possible.
Get paid while having a great
time working at the Phonathon.
Apply at Crossland Hall or call
Jennie @ 1-1149(workstudy and
non-workstudy welcome.)

Female companion for 90yr
10+ hrs wk $5 hr 2:30pm- 4:30
942-4720 Iv message
SPRING BREAK '98-Sell trips,
earn cash & go free! Student
Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Call 1-800-6484849 for info about Mexico,
Jamaica & Florida. Join
America's #1 student tour
operator today.

for sale
Good with cars? For sale 1984
Honda Accord- $300. Needs
work but has many new parts!
Call Steve 827-8420

BURN
111111CTIPAL

nr.n.

stop by the 4th floor
of chadbourne hall
to place your
classified ad

classifieds
JOBS AVAILABLE: I have a
variety of people assisting me
with daily activities, such as
feeding, etc., because different people feel more comfortable doing different things. So,
I have five different jobs you
can pick from. There are only a
couple openings left, so if you
are interested, call right away.
For more information about
me and my disability, look at
my homepage at http://
maine.maine.edu/
—wpicar41/index.html or call
me at 1-7170 and leave a message for Bill Picard.

home runs in Seattle. Brian McRae is Patrolling the outfield for the Mets.Eduardo Perez
has spent some big league time with the
Angels. Pedro Borbon Jr. spent time with
the Braves.
In his major league debut Rose went 1
for 3 with a single off the glove of the first
baseman. Since then he has gone 1 for 4.
With his 2 hits Rose Jr. is still 4,254 hits
behind his dad's major league record, but at
least he has the chance to inch his way
closer. A dream came true on Monday, a
dream we all could share.

8 ft. red & blc sofa 3 yrs old
$150 942-4720 Iv. message
For Sale: fairly new
stairmaster $40 or best offer:
Call 866-7553 ask for Erin.
Mac Classic, plus keyboard,
printer. Great term paper machine. Lots of software. $300
OBO. 866-5825.
For Sale: IBM computer.
Great for wordprocessing.
For more information call 8667553 and ask for Erin.

misc

apartments

ROOM FOR RENT IN MODERN CLEAN APT 1MI TO
CAMPUS. QUIET, SAFE GREAT
VIEW LG RM $250.M0 SM
RM $200M0 827-6212

3 Bdrm Apt. all utilities incld.
Private rooms on campus. w/d, sunroom, take over lease
Only 270/mo. all util. inc. until May. $705/month Old
Tim @ 866-02833
Town 827-1273
bedroom apt all utilities paid
washer dryer sunporch
Call 947-4072
Old Town 2 bedroom apt
mature
for 2 quiet
people.
New kitchen,
bath with w/d hookups
827-7269 after 4:30
HOUSE SHARE large
clean quiet cheap $200+
utilities
in
Exeter
washer & dryer. I commute to campus daily
207-379-4195

Ready for a spring semester
in Canada? Very organized,
independent undergrads invited to submit applications
immediately. McGill, Laval, Studio apt in old barn 2 mi.
Carleton University deadline from UM. Room for garden,
September 22. University dog, parking. Nonsmoker.
of
New
Brunswick $300/mo. Call 866-5825
(Fredericton) and St. Mary's
University ( Halifax, Nova Orono heated 2 br. apts.
Scotia) dead line October Walking distance to college.
6. Contact Gail Yvon, Ca- 866-2816
nadian-American Center,
1-422 5.
Looking for a place to live?
Own rm, Ig kit, Ig Ir, Ig dr, to
New 9 hole golf course 4 mi from
share bath. On bus rt. in OT.
campus rte 43 W Old Town .5 mi
Call Jennie @ 827-1978 -info
from I 95 Exit 52 turn left.

Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer
pd heat water sewer spacious
kitchen close to UM storage
$800 month Call 827-9468

personals
TRANSCRIPTIONIST research
tapes and other. UM references.
Have own equipment call 9425457
I-PARTY NOW YOU CAN TOO....
INDEPENDENT PARTY
FOR MAINE
345 STILLWATER 04489 OR
7 MICHAEL ST.
INDEPENDENT PARTY FOR
MAINE WELCOME TO UM. LETS
KICK SOM E ASS AND PARTY.REGISTER TO VOTE INDEPENDENT
Join your friends! 9:30 AM
Sunday Twin City Baptist
Church 559 N. Main St.,
Brewer 989-6852

